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T
he self-assembly of block copolymers
(BCPs) for nanolithographic applica-
tions is driven by their unique char-

acteristic to assemble on the length scale of
individual polymer chains1�11 to produce
features of similar size to themost advanced
top-down photolithographic techniques but
at much reduced costs.12 For future devices,
the ability to pattern increasingly small fea-
tures over large areas presents a difficult and
expensive challenge, which has spurred major
advances in block copolymer lithography.13,14

Critical advances have been made in im-
proving long-range order, in the selective
removal of domains, and in understanding
the assembly process.15�21 Furthermore, ex-
tensive research in the area of directed
self-assembly of BCPs has allowed for the
patterning of the complex and arbitrary
features required for fabrication of micro-
electronic devices with minimal top-down
templating.22�26 While these achievements
represent significant steps toward adopting
BCP lithography as a next-generation litho-
graphic technique, the key to widespread

commercial adoption is the ability to access
sub-20 nm features27,28 coupled with a high
degree of versatility that can evolve to meet
future industry demands.
A main advantage of BCP lithography as

a robust next-generation lithographic tech-
nique is the ability to rationally designmaterials
in order to control specific properties such as
orientation, morphology, or feature size.29�33

While the dimensions of individual domains
and center-to-center spacing are theoretically
determined by the overall molecular weight of
the polymer, smaller domains are not ob-
tained from lower molecular weight BCPs
when the thermodynamic driving force for
phase separation is insufficient to achieve
well-defined domains. For these systems,
disordered structures are obtained. One
strategy to overcome this is the selection
of monomers with increased χ values, such
as polystyrene-b-poly(dimethyl siloxane); how-
ever these materials are synthetically challen-
ging, and this approach is applicable only to a
limited number of monomer pairs.28,34 A gen-
eral strategy for patterning regular arrays of
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ABSTRACT Block copolymer lithography holds promise as a next-

generation technique to achieve the sub-20 nm feature sizes

demanded by semiconductor roadmaps. While molecular weight

and block immiscibility have traditionally been used to control

feature size, this study demonstrates that macromolecular architec-

ture is also a powerful tool for tuning domain spacing. To

demonstrate this concept, a new synthetic strategy for cyclic block

polymers based on highly efficient “click” coupling of difunctional

linear chains is developed, and the thin film self-assembly of cyclic

polystyrene-block-polyethylene oxide (cPS-b-PEO) is compared with the corresponding linear analogues. The reduced hydrodynamic radii of the cyclic

systems result in ∼30% decrease in domain spacing over the corresponding linear polymers.
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features in the sub-20 nm regime from awide selection
of monomer pairs is therefore required.
A common characteristic of prior block copolymer

lithography studies is the use of linear chains even
thoughmacromolecular architecture may also serve as
a useful parameter for controlling molecular size and
phase separation. In particular, cyclic macromolecules
represent an interesting class of materials due to the
lack of chain ends,35�41 and when compared to linear
polymers of similar molecular weights and composi-
tion, cyclic polymers display increased glass transition
temperatures,42 lower viscosities,43,44 and, most sig-
nificantly, decreased hydrodynamic volumes.45 While
all of these properties are potentially advantageous in
block copolymer lithography, limited synthetic access
has largely restricted exploration of cyclic polymers
and, especially, cyclic block copolymers. To address
these challenges, we have developed a general syn-
thetic strategy for the preparation of cyclic block
copolymers using a bimolecular homodifunctional
approach. Traditionally, cyclization strategies employed
small-molecule linkers;58,67,68 however, by using a poly-
mer instead of a small-molecule linker, intermolecular
cyclization of two telechelic polymers of different chemi-
cal identity can be accomplished to yield cyclic diblock
copolymers, as shown in Figure 1. This modular strategy
permits cyclic block copolymers to be obtained with low
polydispersities while also allowing different molecular
weights and polymer backbones to be easily dictated by
the starting linear polymers.
In this work, cylinder-forming cyclic PS-b-PEO was

prepared by the bimolecular macrocyclization of
N3-PS-N3 and alkyne-PEO-alkyne, and the thermal
and self-assembly properties compared to a series
of linear PS-b-PEO analogues. The cyclic and linear
diblock copolymers were then deposited as thin films,
and solvent was annealed to achieve phase separation
with the domain sizes of the phase-separated thin films
being characterized by atomic force microscopy and
grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of Cyclic Block Copolymers. While the synthesis
of cyclic polymers has received increased attention in
recent years,46 the study of cyclic block copolymers
is significantly less developed. This is unfortunate, as
a number of reports have suggested that cyclic block
copolymers can play a unique role in a variety of
different applications. Recent studies have shown a

dramatic increase in the thermal stability of flowerlike
micelles formed from cyclic block copolymers,47 a phe-
nomenon also observed in the lipid bilayers of thermo-
philic Archaea, as well as higher critical micelle con-
centration values, smaller hydrodynamic radii, and
lower average aggregation numbers.48 Dating back
to the 1960s, theoretical treatment of dilute solutions
of ring polymers predicted that the hydrodynamic
volumes of ring polymers are 1.12 times smaller than
their linear counterparts at the theta condition.49�52

Similarly, when cyclic diblock copolymers are com-
pared to their linear analogues, the difference in
domain spacing is expected to be much more signifi-
cant, with theoretical predictions53 and later computer
simulations54 suggesting a 33% decrease in the spa-
cing of lamellae domains. These studies strongly sug-
gest that the phase behavior and reduced domain size
of cyclic diblock copolymers may offer a number of
advantages in thin film studies and block copolymer
lithography applications.

To facilitate these studies, a viable synthetic strat-
egy for the preparation of cyclic block copolymers was
required. Previously, synthetic routes to cyclic poly-
mers can be broadly classified into two categories:
either “ring expansion polymerizations” or “macrocy-
clization from linear precursors”.55,56 While ring expan-
sion polymerizations have been very useful in the
generation of large ring polymers and exotic gradient
block copolymer structures, these methods are limited
to select monomers and complex procedures.44,57�60

As a more general route, macrocyclization from linear
precursors is attractive, as it can be easily applied to a
wide range of polymers with several synthetic strate-
gies available.61�63 Grayson and co-workers first de-
monstrated the macrocyclization of R-acetylene- and
ω-azide-functionalized polymers,65 including polystyr-
ene-b-poly(methyl acrylate),66 using a combination of
controlled polymerization techniques and CuAAC.
However, for the synthesis of cyclic block copolymers,
unimolecular cyclization of heterodifunctional linear
block polymers is so far restricted to monomers that
are polymerized using the same controlled polymeri-
zation technique. Furthermore, careful purification of
starting materials, protecting group strategies, and the
synthesis of noncommercially available initiators limit
the scope of this strategy.67

In keeping with the concept of a versatile synthetic
platform and the ability to prepare cyclic block copo-
lymers from repeat units with increased χ values, our

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the synthesis of cyclic block copolymers from telechelic functional homopolymer
precursors by CuAAC.
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initial target was the preparation of cyclic PS-b-PEO
diblock copolymers. Examining an intermolecular
CuAAC coupling strategy between chain end functio-
nalized linear homopolymers required the synthesis of
difunctional PS and PEO derivatives with themolecular
weights of the individual blocks chosen to be 5000 and
13 000 g/mol for PEO and PS, respectively. These
molecular weights translate to a volume fraction of
PEO equal to about 25%, which has been reported to
give a cylindrical morphology of PEO cylinders em-
bedded in a PS matrix.32 For lithographic applications,
the cylindrical morphology is desirable since the or-
ientation can be controlled by solvent annealing con-
ditions to be parallel or perpendicular to the substrate,
allowing for the patterning of pillars, dots, or lines with
the same material.

Because of the commercial availability of dihy-
droxy-terminated PEO and to reduce the number of
synthetic steps, we chose to synthesize bisalkyne PEO
andbisazide PS building blocks according to Scheme 1.
Starting from a commercially available dihydroxy PEO
(Mn = 5000 g/mol), nucleophilic substitution with
propargyl bromide using potassium hydroxide as a
base yielded polymer 3 after precipitation into hex-
anes. Complete conversion of the hydroxyl end groups
to the alkyne was monitored and confirmed by
1H NMR. The resulting homodifunctional PEO serves
as the minor block and as a macromolecular linker
for cyclization with the complementary bisazide PS
described below.

The bisazide PS was synthesized from the difunc-
tional initiator 4 via atom transfer radical polymeriza-
tion (ATRP). The resulting bromo chain ends are
observable by 1H NMR and can be easily converted
to the corresponding azido derivative by nucleophilic
displacement with sodium azide. The polymeriza-
tion was therefore conducted in neat styrene at 75 �C
using N,N,N0,N0,N00-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine
(PMDETA) and CuBr as the ligand and metal catalyst,
respectively. Monomer conversion was monitored
by 1H NMR, and the reaction was terminated by
quenching in liquid nitrogen and opening the flask
to air after reaching the desired molecular weight of
13 000 g/mol with subsequent displacement by azide

to give the desired bis(azido) polymer 5, being con-
firmed by 1H NMR (Figure 2a).

Synthesis and Characterization of cPS-b-PEO. The modular
nature of this synthetic strategy therefore allows cyclic
PS-b-PEO derivatives to be synthesized by the CuAAC
intermolecular cyclization of 5 and 3. In order to limit
higher molecular weight polycondensation products,
the cyclization reaction was conducted in dilute solu-
tion (125 mg of total polymer in 1 L of toluene) with a
large catalytic loading of CuBr. 1H NMR and FT-IR
(Figure S11) confirmed complete consumption of
the chain ends after two days at 60 �C, as can be seen
in Figure 2. To further increase the efficiency of this
strategy, a semibatch process was developed based
on the stability of the triazole linking group under
the cyclization conditions. Since complete reac-
tion between the azide and alkyne end groups is
observed with 48 h, a concentrated solution contain-
ing the linear precursors was added to the reaction
vessel every 48 h over the course of a week. This
allowed for a 5-fold increase in concentration with
gram quantities of crude cyclic block copolymer
being obtained in 1�2 L of solvent. Termination of
the reaction was accomplished by opening the vessel
to air, and the excess copper was removed by stirring
with a 5 wt % solution of ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA) in water.

The 1HNMR spectra of the crude product (Figure 2c)
reveals the complete disappearance of the diagnostic
resonances for the N3-PS-N3 and alkyne-PEO-alkyne
linear precursors, shown in Figure 3a and b, respec-
tively. In the case of the cyclic block copolymer, 6, the
proton resonances from themethine protons in N3-PS-
N3, 5 (a, Figure 2a) are shifted from 4.0 ppm to 5.3 ppm
(e, Figure 2c) upon formation of the triazole ring, while
the resonance for the methylene protons adjacent
to the alkyne group in 3 (c, Figure 2b) is shifted from
4.2 ppm to 4.6 ppm (f, Figure 2c). The emergence of a
unique resonance corresponding to the triazole proton
was not observed by 1H NMR and is likely obscured by
the aromatic resonances originating from the PS block.
The ratio of the integral values for e:f was found to be
1.09:2 in Figure 3c, which is close to the expected 1:2
ratio for the block copolymer. Combined with the lack

Scheme 1. Synthesis of alkyne-PEO-alkyne, 3, and N3-PS-N3, 5, linear precursors.
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of observable end groups, the integration values strongly
suggest formation of a cyclic block copolymer. Similar
evidence for macrocyclization was obtained from anal-
ysis of the crude product by infrared spectroscopy, which
showed complete disappearance of the azide groups
coupled with MALDI-mass spectrometry. For the latter,
the complexity of the spectra due to the molecular
weight dispersity in both the PS and PEO blocks pre-
cluded any quantification but was in agreement with the
formation of triazole groups.

Comparison of gel permeation chromatographs
for the reaction mixture and the two starting homo-
polymers revealed consumption of the linear pre-
cursors with emergence of a single peak at lower
retention volumes, as shownby the solid line in Figure 3.
The presence of a high molecular shoulder may be due

Scheme 2. Cyclization of alkyne-PEO-alkyne and N3-PS-N3 linear precursors to form cyclic PS-b-PEO, 6.

Figure 3. Gel permeation chromatograms of N3-PS-N3,
alkyne-PEO-alkyne, and crude and purified cPS-b-PEO, 6.

Figure 2. 1H NMR of (a) N3-PS-N3, 5; (b) alkyne-PEO-alkyne, 3; and (c) cPS-b-PEO, 6.
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to the formation of multiblock linear/cyclic polymers
resulting from reaction of multiple linear precursors
(i.e., ABA or ABAB systems) or from incomplete cycli-
zation of linear diblock copolymers. Monteiro et al.
demonstrated that linear impurities with unreacted
functionalities at the chain ends can be removed from
the crude reaction mixture by coupling with a solid
support containing azides or alkynes.70 Our attempts
to purify the crude material by this method were
largely unsuccessful, with little reduction in the higher
molecular weight shoulder, bolstering the idea that the
higher molecular weight contaminants did not contain
any unreacted azide or alkyne units andwere therefore
either linear polymers with no chain ends (incomplete
functionalization of chain ends in starting material or
loss during cycle formation) or higher order cyclic block
copolymers. These higher molecular weight bypro-
ducts could however by easily removed via preparative
gel permeation chromatography (GPC) to give the
desired cyclic diblock copolymer. The resulting material
possesses the molecular weight expected for a diblock
copolymer formed from the linear precursors aswell as a
narrow PDI. 1H NMR of the purified diblock copolymer
yielded a spectrumnearly identical to the crudematerial
but with integration values for the constituent blocks in
full agreement with the desired structure.

As further confirmation of the cyclic structure, the
specific incorporation of ester linkages in the PS block
greatly facilitates direct comparison with a linear ana-
logue, in this case an ABA triblock copolymer. Transes-
terification with methanol of the cPS-b-PEO diblock
copolymer then gives the corresponding PS-b-PEO-b-
PS triblock copolymer, as shown in Scheme 3. Compar-
ison of the retention time of the purified material with
the resulting triblock by GPC showed a clear shift to
shorter retention volume, a result consistent with a
change in molecular topology from a more compact
cyclic structure to the expanded linear structure.

Synthesis of Linear PS-b-PEO. While the above hydro-
lysis study provides further proof for the formation of a
cyclic diblock structure, in order to elucidate the effect
of molecular topology on the domain size of nano-
phase-separated block copolymer thin films, it is more
important to compare the cyclic PS-b-PEO to model sys-
tems based on the corresponding linear AB diblock co-
polymers. Two linear PS-b-PEO polymers were therefore
synthesized as controls for the cyclic diblock copolymer.
The rationale for the molecular weights chosen for the
linear analogues is illustrated in Figure 4. The initial linear
diblock copolymer, PS13K-b-PEO5k, has constituent blocks

with comparable molecular weights to the cyclic di-
block copolymer and serves as a direct linear analogue.
A second “half-molecular weight” linear BCP, PS7K-b-
PEO2.7K, was synthesized to have blocks withmolecular
weights roughly half that of the cyclic BCP, emulating
a case where the cyclic polymer is directly folded in the
middle of each block.

The linear BCPs for these control studies were
prepared by CuAAC of homopolymer precursors in a
strategy similar to the synthesis of the cyclic BCP
(Scheme 4). The monofunctional PS blocks were syn-
thesized by ATRP using ethyl 2-bromo-2-methylpro-
pionate as initiator with the bromo chain ends being
converted to azides by nucleophilic displacement as de-
scribed above. Similarly, the monofunctional PEO homo-
polymers were obtained by reaction of a monoalkyl
PEO-OH with propargyl bromide. While monomethyl-
PEO5K-OH is available commercially, the PEO2.7K-OH
derivative was synthesized via living anionic polymeri-
zation of ethylene oxide using 2-propanol as the in-
itiator. Linear PS-b-PEO diblock copolymers were then
obtained by heating the appropriate PS-N3 and PEO-
alkyne homopolymers at 160 �C for 20 min in the
presence of copper nanoparticles according to a pro-
cedure developedpreviously.55 A slight excess of PS-N3

was used to compensate for any unfunctionalized PS
(see Supporting Information for characterization details).

Comparison of Thermal Properties of cPS-b-PEO with Linear
Analogues. The semicrystalline nature of PEO prompted
an investigation into the effect of architecture on the
thermal properties of the cyclic and linear BCPs. Using
differential scanning calorimetry, three heat�cool�
heat cycles were therefore performed for eachmaterial
with a heating and cooling rate of 2 �C/min. Represen-
tative heating cycles for the linear PS13K-b-PEO5k and

Scheme 3. Transesterification of cyclic PS-b-PEO to yield the conformational isomer PEO-b-PS-b-PEO.

Figure 4. Visual representation of cPS-b-PEO and the cor-
responding full and half-molecular weight linear analogues.
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cyclic cPS13K-b-PEO5k materials are shown in Figure 5,
with the PS13K-b-PEO5k linear analogue exhibiting an
endotherm due to the melting of the semicrystalline
PEO domains. In direct contrast, this transition is not
observed in the cyclic material, which given the nearly
identical molecular weights for the PEO blocks sug-
gests a significant change in molecular architecture.
Decreased chain mobility and induced curvature re-
sulting from the topologically constrained cyclic archi-
tecture retard crystallization of the PEO block and
provide further evidence for the unique behavior of
the cyclic diblock system. It should also be noted that
a melting transition was not observed for the lower
molecular weight PS7K-b-PEO2.7K derivatives, which
is expected given the short length of the PEO block
and lack of phase separation observed in the thin film
studies.

Thin Film Studies. Thin films of the cyclic cPS-b-PEO
diblock copolymer and the corresponding linear ana-
logues were prepared by spin coating 2 wt % polymer
solutions in toluene onto silicon substrates. The con-
centration of the polymer solutions and spin speed
were kept constant for direct comparison of the cyclic
and linear block copolymer thin films with all films
having essentially the same thickness, and all were
annealed in a toluene and a high humidity (∼90%
relative humidity) atmosphere for 48 h to allow for
phase separation to occur. The resulting nanophase-
separated thin films were characterized by atomic

force microscopy (AFM) and grazing incidence X-ray
scattering (GISAXS) in order to determine the effect of
macromolecular architecture on nanophase-separated
polymer thin films. AFMheight images of the cyclic BCP
and the full molecular weight linear BCP analogue are
shown in Figure 6, with the cyclic PS-b-PEO (Figure 6a)
displaying a considerable decrease in the diameter
of the PEO cylinders embedded within the PS matrix
compared to the PS13K-b-PEO5K linear analogue
(Figure 6b). This result is consistent with the more
compact structure and additional constraints resulting
from the lack of chain ends in the cyclic system.
Qualitative analysis of the periodicities for the ordered
structures were extracted from the 2-D Fourier trans-
form (FT) of the AFM images (shown as insets) and
found to be ca. 20 nm and ca. 25 nm for cPS-b-PEO and
PS13K-b-PEO5K, respectively. To further quantify the
domain spacing and remove any artifacts from surface
effects or AFM tip-induced error, grazing incidence
X-ray scattering experiments were conducted to accu-
rately measure the effect of cyclization on domain
spacing through the entire thickness of the film. For
the cyclic diblock copolymer, a first-order reflection at
qy= 0.03216 Å�1 and a second peak at qy= 0.05488 Å�1

were observed, which correspond to a d-spacing of
19.5 nm. In direct contrast, the linear PS13K-b-PEO5K

analogue showed a first-order peak qy = 0.0242 Å�1,
corresponding to a d-spacing of 25.9 nm, and clearly
demonstrates that the features for the cyclic block
copolymer thin film are about 33% smaller than the
full molecular weight linear analogue. Notably, micro-
phase separation was not observed for the half molec-
ular weight linear analogue PS7K-b-PEO3K. This is likely
due to an insufficient driving force for phase separation
via solvent annealing and highlights the importance of
cyclic architectures for targeting smaller feature sizes
while at the same time maintaining increased χN
values for phase separation.

CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully demonstrated a general and
modular approach to the synthesis of gram quantities
of cyclic block copolymers by Cu-catalyzed azide/
alkyne coupling of R,ω-azide-functionalized PS and
R,ω-alkyne PEO homopolymers. Compared to their
linear analogues, the cyclic BCPs yield phase-separated

Scheme 4. Synthesis of linear PS-b-PEO diblock copolymer controls for comparison with cPS-b-PEO.

Figure 5. Differential scanning calorimetry traces for the
linear PS13K-b-PEO5K (red line) and cyclic PS13K-b-PEO5K

(blue line) diblock copolymers.
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thin films with feature sizes less than 20 nm, which
corresponds to a decrease of ∼33%. These results
demonstrate that macromolecular architecture should

be consider as an important design feature for con-
trolling feature size in block copolymer lithography,
especially in the important sub-20 nm size regime.

METHODS
Materials were characterized by 1H nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) spectroscopy, using a Bruker 500 MHz spectro-
meter with the residual solvent peak as an internal reference.
Gel permeation chromatography was performed in chloroform
with 0.25 vol % TEA as an additive on a Waters chromatograph
equipped with four 5 μm Waters columns (300 � 7.7 mm)
connected in series with increasing pore size (100, 1000, 10 000,
1 000 000 Å) coupled to a Waters 2414 differential refract-
ometer. Themolecular weights of the polymers were calculated
relative to linear PS or PEO standards. Modulated differential
scanning calorimetry (MDSC) experiments were performed on a
TA Instruments Q2000 MDSC with a ramp rate of 2 �C/min.
Infrared spectra (IR) were acquired on a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum
100 with a Universal ATR sampling accessory.

Atomic Force Microscopy. Tapping mode AFM experiments
were performed using a MFP-3D system (Asylum Research,
Santa Barabara, CA, USA). The measurements were conducted
using commercial Si cantilevers with a nominal spring constant
and resonance frequency of 3.0 N/m and 62 kHz, respectively
(FORTA, Applied Nanostructures, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The
height and phase images were acquired simultaneously at the
set point ratio A/A0 = 0.90�0.95, where A and A0 are the
“tapping” and “free” cantilever amplitudes, respectively.

Grazing Incidence Small-Angle X-ray Scattering. GISAXS experi-
ments for the cyclic BCP thin films were carried out at the 4C2
beamlines at the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL), Korea.
Two-dimensional GISAXS patterns were recorded using a CCD
detector positioned at the end of a vacuum guide tube when
the X-rays pass through the BCP thin films under vacuum, where
the operating conditions were set to a wavelength of 1.38 Å
and a sample-to-detector distance of 2.2 m. Characterization of
the linear analogue thin films was conducted at UCSB in the

beamline of a home-built spectrometer consisting of a fine-
focus XENOCS Genix 50W X-ray microsource and Bruker HI-
STAR multiwire area detector.

Telechelic Dibromo-Terminated Polystyrene. Glassware and stir
bar were dried at 145�155 �C for 24 h, fitted with rubber septa,
and cooled under a flow of dry nitrogen. To a 100 mL Schlenk
flask were added styrene (0.13 mol, 13.6 g), ethylene bis-
(2-bromoisobutyrate) (0.75 mmol, 0.268 g), and PMDETA
(2.8 mmol, 0.491 g). The reaction mixture was degassed by
three freeze�pump�thaw cycles. On the third freeze, CuBr
(2.2 mmol, 0.313 g) and CuBr2 (0.9 mmol, 0.200 g) were added
under a flow of dry nitrogen. The reaction mixture was stirred at
room temperature for 15 min to allow formation of the copper
catalyst, and then the polymerization was heated at 75 �C for
10 h and terminated by quenching into liquid nitrogen after
a monomer conversion of 58% was reached. The resulting
polymer was obtained after two precipitations into hexanes
and characterized by GPC (Mn = 13 000 g/mol; PDI = 1.06) and
1H NMR: δ (ppm) 1.05�2.57 (m, �CH2CH(Ph)�), 4.35�4.62 (m,
�CH(Ph)-Br), 3.05�3.47 (m,�(CdO)CH2CH2(CdO)�), 6.25�7.41
(m, �CH2CH(C6H5)�).

Telechelic Bisazido-Terminated Polystyrene (5). To a 50 mL round-
bottom flask were charged 20 mL of dimethylformamide,
telechelic dibromo-terminated polystyrene (0.36 mmol, 5.0 g),
and sodium azide (7.1 mmol, 0.46 g). The reaction was stirred at
room temperature for 24 h, and the resulting azide-functiona-
lized polystyrene was obtained by precipitation into methanol.
1H NMR revealed the polymer to be >95% functionalized.
1H NMR: δ (ppm) 1.05�2.60 (m, �CH2CH(Ph)�), 3.83�4.07 (m,
�CH(Ph)-N3), 3.05�3.45 (m, �(CdO)CH2CH2(CdO)�), 6.20�7.49
(m, �CH2CH(C6H5)�).

Propargyl-Telechelic Polyethylene Oxide (3). To a 100 mL round-
bottom flask were added 50 mL of toluene, telechelic

Figure 6. Atomic forcemicroscopy height images for (a) cyclic PS13K-b-PEO5K and (b) PS13K-b-PEO5K diblock copolymers. Scale
bars are 250 nm.
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hydroxyl-terminated poly(ethylene oxide),Mn = 5000 g/mol and
PDI of 1.04 (1.0 mmol, 5.0 g), propargyl bromide (80 wt % in
toluene) (21 mmol, 3.0 g), and crushed potassium hydroxide
pellets (10 mmol, 0.58 g). The reaction mixture was stirred at
60 �C for 24 h, and the KOH pellets were removed by vacuum
filtration. The bis-propargyl-functionalized polymer was ob-
tained by precipitation into hexanes. Characterization by GPC
showed aMn = 5000 g/mol and PDI of 1.04 using PEO standards.
1H NMR revealed the polymer to be >95% functionalized. 1H
NMR: δ (ppm) 2.40�2.49 (s, �CtCH), 3.35�4.03 (s br, �OCH2),
4.14�4.26 (s, �CH2).

Cyclic Polystyrene-block-polyethylene Oxide (6). To a 2 L round-
bottom flask was charged 1.5 L of toluene, telechelic bisazide PS
(1.1 � 10�5 mol, 0.128 g), telechelic bisalkyne PEO (1.1 � 10�5

mol, 0.055 g), and PMDETA (7.5� 10�3 mol, 1.3 g). The reaction
mixture was sparged with dry nitrogen for 20 min while stirring.
CuBr (5.0� 10�3 mol, 0.722 g) was then added to the flask, and
stirring continued for 20 min to allow the copper catalyst
complex to form. The reaction mixture was then heated at
60 �C. After 48 h, 1 mL of a degassed solution in toluene
containing 128 mg of bisazide PS and 55 mg of bisalkyne PEO
was added via syringe. This process was repeated every 48 h for
three repetitions. The reaction was terminated by opening to air
and stirring with 100mL of brine for 0.5 h followed by 100mL of
5 wt % EDTA for 0.5 h. The organic layer was decanted and
evaporated to dryness, while the aqueous layer was washed
with 50 mL of dichloromethane twice. The organic fractions
were combined and washed with 5 wt % EDTA and brine to
remove any excess copper. The crude productwas obtained as a
slightly yellow waxy solid after precipitation into hexanes. The
crude product was then purified by preparative GPC to remove
higher molecular weight polymers to give the monocyclic
product. Characterization by 1H NMR revealed complete con-
sumption of the azide and alkynes, and no starting materials
remained, as evidenced by GPC (Mn = 13 900; PDI = 1.08).
1H NMR: δ (ppm) 1.09�2.31 (m, �CH2CH(Ph)�), 3.07�3.48 (m,
�(CdO)CH2CH2(CdO)�), 3.56�3.76 (s br, �OCH2), 4.51�
4.68 (m, �CH2), 4.92�5.16 (m, �CH(Ph)-triazole), 6.26�7.37
(m, �CH2CH(C6H5)�).
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